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simulations.
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Stratégie de réplication résistante au churn pour

les tables de hachage distribuées pair-à-pair

Résumé : Les systèmes pair-à-pair basés sur des tables de hachage distribuées
(DHT pour Distrubuted Hash Tables) offrent un moyen de stockage à large
échelle tolérant aux fautes. Malheureusement, des études récentes ont montré
que si les connexions/déconnexions étaient trop fréquentes, des données pou-
vaient être perdues. Ceci est vrai pour la plupart des implémentations exis-
tantes. Il est nécessaire de concevoir des stratégies de réplication et des mécanismes
de maintenance très efficaces afin de faire face à ce problème. Dans ce papier,
nous étudions l’effet des connexions/déconnexions fréquentes (churn) sur des
implémentations existantes et proposons des solutions améliorant la résistance
au churn que nous évaluons à travers un simulateur à événements discrets.

Mots-clés : Churn, Réplication, Tables de hachage distribuées (DHT), pair-
à-pair (P2P), Tolérance aux fautes
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1 Introduction

Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs), are distributed storage services that use a
structured overlay relying on key-based routing (KBR) protocols [1, 2]. DHTs
provide the system designer with a powerful abstraction for wide-area persis-
tent storage, hiding the complexity of network routing, replication, and fault-
tolerance. Therefore, DHTs are increasingly used for dependable and secure
applications like backup systems [3], distributed file systems [4, 5] and content
distribution systems [6].

A practical limit in the performance and the availability of a DHT relies
in the variations of the network structure due to the unanticipated arrival and
departure of peers. Such variations, called churn, induce at worse the loss of
some data and at least performance degradation, due to the reorganization of the
set of replicas of the affected data, that consumes bandwith and CPU cycles. In
fact, Rodrigues and Blake have shown that using classical DHTs to store large
amounts of data is only viable if the peer life-time is in the order of several
days [7]. Until now, the problem of churn resilience has been mostly addressed
at the P2P routing level to ensure the reachability of peers by maintaining the
consistency of the logical neighborhood, i.e., the leafset, of a peer [8, 9]. At the
storage level, avoiding data migration is still an issue when a reconfiguration of
the peers has to be done.

In a DHT, each data block is associated a root peer whose identifier is the
(numerically) closest to its key. The traditional replication scheme relies on
using the subset of the root leafset containing the closest logical peers to store
the copies of a data block [1]. Therefore, if a peer joins or leaves the leafset, the
DHT enforces the placement constraint on the closest peers and may migrate
many data blocks. In fact, it has been shown that the cost of these migrations
can be high in term of bandwidth consumption [3]. A solution to this problem,
relies on creating multiple keys for a single data block [10, 11]; therefore, only
a peer maintaining a key can be affected by a reconfiguration. However, each
peer maintaining a data block has to periodically check the state of all the
peers possessing a replica. Since copies are randomly spread on the overlay the
number of peers to check can be huge.

This paper proposes a variant of the leafset replication strategy that tolerates
a high churn rate. Our goal is to avoid data block migrations when the desired
number of replicas is still available in the DHT. We relax the “logically closest”
placement constraint on block copies and allow a peer to be inserted in the
leafset without forcing migration. Then, to reliably locate the block copies,
the root peer of a block maintains replicated localization metadata. Metadata
management is integrated to the existing leafset management protocol and does
not incur additional overhead in practice.

We have implemented both PAST and our replication strategy on top of
PeerSim [12]. The main results of our evaluations are:

❼ We show that our approach achieves higher data availability in presence
of churn, than the original PAST replication strategy. For a connec-
tion/disconnection occuring every minute our strategy loses two times
less blocks than PAST’s one.

❼ We show that our replication strategy induces an average of twice less
block transfers than PAST’s one.
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Figure 1: Structure of a DHT-based system

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first presents an
overview of the basic replication schemes and maintenance algorithms com-
monly used in DHT-based P2P systems, then their limitations are highlighted.
Section 3 introduces an enhanced replication scheme for which the DHT’s place-
ment constraints are relaxed so as to obtain a better churn resilience. Simula-
tions of this algorithm are presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with an
overwiew of our results.

2 Background and motivation

DHT based P2P systems are usually structured in three layers as illustrated
in Figure 1: 1) a routing layer, 2) the DHT itself, 3) the application that
uses the DHT. The routing layer is based on keys for identifying peers and is
therefore commonly qualified as Key-Based Routing (KBR). Such KBR layer
hides the complexity of scalable routing, fault tolerance, and self-organizing
overlays to the upper layers. In recent years, many research efforts have been
made to improve the resilience of the KBR layer to a high churn rate [8]. The
main examples of KBR layers are Pastry [13], Chord [2], Tapestry [14] and
Kademlia [15].

The DHT layer is responsible for storing data blocks. It implements a dis-
tributed storage service that provides persistence and fault tolerance, and can
scale up to a large number of peers. DHTs provide simple get and put abstrac-
tions that greatly simplifies the task of building large-scale distributed applica-
tions. PAST [1] and DHash [16] are DHTs respectively built on top of Pastry [13]
and Chord [2]. Finally, the application layer is a composition of any distributed
application that may take advantage of a DHT. Representative examples are
the CFS distributed file system [5] and the PeerStore backup system [3].

In the rest of this section we present replication techniques that are used for
implementing the DHT layer. Then, we describe related work that consider the
impact of churn on the replicated data stored in the DHT.

2.1 Replication in DHTs

In a DHT, each peer and each data block is assigned an identifier (i.e., a key).
A data block’s key is usually the result of a hash function performed on the
block. The peer which identifier is the closest to the block’s key is called the
block’s root. All the identifiers are arranged in a logical structure, such as a ring

INRIA



RelaxDHT: a churn-resilient DHT 5

as used in Chord [2] and Pastry [13] or a d-dimensional torus as implemented
in CAN [10] and Tapestry [11].

A peer possesses a restricted local knowledge of the P2P network, i.e., the
leafset, which amounts to a list of its neighbors in the ring. For instance, in
Pastry the leafset contains the addresses of the L/2 closest neighbors in the
clockwise direction of the ring, and the L/2 closest neighbors counter-clockwise.
Each peer monitors its leafset, removing peers which have disconnected from
the overlay and adding new neighbor peers as they join the ring.

In order to tolerate failures, each data block is replicated on k peers which
compose the replica-set of a data block. Two protocols are in charge of the
replica management, the initial placement protocol and the maintenance proto-
col. We now describe existing solutions for implementing these two protocols.

Replica placement protocols

There are two main basic replica placement strategies, leafset-based and multiple
key based:

❼ Leafset-based replication. The data block’s root is responsible for
storing one copy of the block. The block is also replicated on the root’s
closest neighbors in a subset of the leafset. The neighbors storing a copy of
the data block may be either successors of the root in the ring, predecessors
or both. Therefore, the different copies of a block are stored contiguously
in the ring as shown by Figure 2. This strategy has been implemented
in PAST [1] and DHash [16]. Successor replication is a variant of leafset-
based replication where replica peers are only the immediate successors of
the root peer instead of being the closest peers [17].

❼ Multiple key replication. This approach relies on computing k different
storage keys corresponding to different root peers for each data block.
Data blocks are then replicated on the k root peers. This solution has
been implemented by CAN [10] and Tapestry [11]. GFS [18] uses a variant
based on random placement to improve data repair performance. Path and
symmetric replication are variants of multiple key based replication [19,
17]. Path replication stores data blocks along a routing path, using the
path to attribute the keys, then each peer on the path is responsible
for monitoring its successor [17]. Symmetric replication is a particular
kind of multiple key based replication [19] where an identifier of a block
is statically associated with f − 1 other identifiers. Harvesf and Blough
propose a random placement scheme focusing on producing disjoint routes
for each replica set [20].

Lian et al. propose an hybrid stripe replication scheme where small objects
are grouped in blocks and then randomly placed [21]. They show using an
analytical framework that their scheme achieves on near-optimal reliability.

Finally, several works have focused on the placement strategies based on
availability of nodes. Van Renesse [22] proposes a replica placement algorithm
on DHT by considering the reliability of nodes and placing copies on nodes un-
til the desired availability was achieved. To this end, he proposes to track the
reliability of each node such that each node knows the reliability information
about each peer. In FARSITE [23], dynamic placement strategies improve the
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Figure 2: Leafset-based and multiple key based replication (k = 5).

availability of files. Files are swapped between servers according to the current
availability of these latter. With theses approaches, the number of copies can be
reduced. However, the cost to track reliability of nodes can be high. Further-
more, such approaches may lead to an high unbalanced distribution whereby
highly available nodes contain most of the replicas and can become overloaded.

Maintenance protocols

The maintenance protocols have to maintain k copies of each data block without
violating the initial placement strategy. This means that the k copies of each
data block have to be stored on the root peer contiguous neighbors in the case
of the leafset-based replication scheme and on the root peers in the multiple key
based replication scheme.

The leafset-based maintenance mechanism is based on periodic information
exchanges within the leafsets. For instance, in the fully decentralized PAST
maintenance protocol [1], each peer sends a bloom filter1 of the blocks it stores
to its leafset. When a leafset peer receives such a request, it uses the bloom filter
to determine whether it stores one or more blocks that the requester should also
store. It then answers with the list of the keys of such blocks. The requesting
peer can then fetch the missing blocks listed in all the answers it receives.

In the case of the multiple key replication strategies, the maintenance has to
be done on a “per data block” basis. For each data block stored in the system,
it is necessary to periodically check if the different root peers are still alive and
are still storing a copy of the data block.

1For short, the sent bloom filter is a compact and approximative view of the list of blocks
stored by a peer.

INRIA
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2.2 Impact of the churn on the DHT performance

A high churn rate induces a lot changes in the P2P network, and the mainte-
nance protocol must frequently adapt to the new structure by migrating data
blocks. While some migrations are mandatory to restore k copies, some others
are necessary only for enforcing placement invariants.

A first example arises at the root peer level which may change if a new
peer with a closer identifier joins the system. In this situation, the data block
will be migrated on the new peer. A second example occurs in leafset-based
replication, if a peer possesses an identifier that places it within a replica-set.
Therefore, data blocks have to be migrated by the DHT to enforce replicas to
maintain the “closest peers from the root” property. It should be noticed that
larger the replica-set, higher the probability for a new peer to induce migrations.
Kim and Park try to limit this problem by allowing data blocks to interleave
in leafsets [24]. However, they have to maintain a global knowledge of the
complete leafset: each peer has to know the content of all the peers in its
leafset. Unfortunately, the maintenance algorithm is not described in detail and
its real cost is unknown.

In the case of the multiple key replication strategy, a new peer may be
inserted between two replicas without requiring migrating data blocks, as long
as the new peer identifier does not make it one of the data block roots. However,
this replication method has the drawback that maintenance has to be done on
a per-data block basis; therefore it does not scale up with the number of blocks
managed by a peer. For backup and file systems that may store up to thousands
of data blocks per peer, this is a severe limitation.

3 Relaxing the DHT’s placement constraints to

tolerate churn

The goal of this work to is to design a DHT that tolerates a high rate of churn
without degradating of performance. For this, we avoid to copy data blocks
when this is not mandatory for restoring a missing replica. We introduce a
leafset based replication that relaxes the placement constraints in the leafset.
Our solution, named RelaxDHT, is presented thereafter.

3.1 Overview of RelaxDHT

RelaxDHT is built on top of a KBR layer such as Pastry or Chord. Our design
decisions are to use replica localization meta-data and separate them from data
block storage. We keep the notion of a root peer for each data block. However,
the root peer does no longer store a copy of the blocks for which it is the root.
It only maintains metadata describing the replica-set and periodically sends
messages to the replica-set peers to ensure that they keep storing their copy.
Using localization medata allows a data block replica to be anywhere in the
leafset; a new peer may join a leafset without necessarily inducing data blocks
migrations.

We choose to restrain the localization of replicas within the root’s leafset for
two reasons. First, to remain scalable, the number of messages of our protocol
does not depend on the number of data blocks managed by a peer, but only

RR n➦ 6897
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on the leafset size. Second, because the routing layer already induces many
exchanges within leafsets, the local view of the leafset at the DHT-layer can be
used as a failure detector.

We now detail the salient aspects of the RelaxDHT algorithm.

Insertion of a new data block

To be stored in the system, a data block is inserted using the put(k,b) oper-
ation. This operation produces an “insert message” which is sent to the root
peer. Then, the root randomly chooses a replica-set of k peers around the center
of the leafset. This reduces the probability that a chosen peer quickly becomes
out of the leafset due to the arrival of new peers. Finally, the root sends to the
replica-set peers a “store message” containing:

1. the data block itself,

2. the identity of the peers in the replica-set (i.e., the metadata),

3. the identity of the root.

As a peer may be root for several data blocks and part of the replica-set of
other data blocks2, it stores:

1. a list rootOfList of data block identifiers with their associated replica-set
peer-list for blocks for which it is the root;

2. a list replicaOfList of data blocks for which it is part of the replica-set.
Along with data blocks, this list also contains: the identifier of the data
block, the associated replica-set peer-list and the identity of the root peer.

A lease counter is associated to each stored data block (see Figure 3). This
counter is set to a value L, and is then decremented at each KBR-layer mainte-
nance. The maintenance protocol described below is responsible to periodically
reset this counter to L.

Maintenance protocol

The goal of this periodic protocol is to ensure that:

❼ A root peer exists for each data block. The root is the peer that the closest
identifier from the data block’s one.

❼ Each data block is replicated on k peers located in the data block root’s
leafset.

At each period T , a peer p executes Algorithm 1, so as to send mainte-
nance messages to the other peers of the leafset. It is important to notice that
Algorithm 1 uses the leafset knowledge maintained by the KBR layer which
is relatively accurate because the inter-maintenance time of the KBR layer is
much smaller than the DHT-layer’s one.

The messages constructed by Algorithm 1 contain a set of following two
elements (see Figure 4):

2It is naturally possible, but not mandatory at all, for a peer the be both root and part of
the replica-set of a same data block.

INRIA
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Figure 3: Data structures managed on each peer.

Algorithm 1: RelaxDHT maintenance message construction.

Result: msgs, the built messages.
for d ∈ rootOfList do1

for replica ∈ d.replicaSet do2

if NOT isInCenter ( replica,leafset) then3

newPeer =choosePeer (replica,leafset);4

replace (d.replicaSet, replica,newPeer);5

for replica ∈ d.replicaSet do6

add(msgs [ replica ],<STORE, d.blockID, d.replicaSet >);7

for d in replicaOfList do8

if NOT checkRoot ( d.rootPeer,leafset) then9

newRoot =getRoot (d.blockID,leafset);10

add (msgs [newRoot ],<NEW ROOT, d.blockID, d.replicaSet >):11

for p ∈ leafset do12

if NOT empty (msgs [ p ]) then13

send(msgs [ p ],p);14

❼ STORE element for asking a replica node to keep storing a specific data
block.

❼ NEW ROOT element for notifying a node that it has become the new
root of a data block.

These message elements contain both a data block identifier and the asso-
ciated replica-set peer-list. In order to remain scalable in term of the number

RR n➦ 6897
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Figure 4: Message composed of x STORE elements and y NEW ROOT ele-
ments.

of data blocks algorithm 1 sends at most one single message to each leafset
member.

Algorithm 1 is composed of three phases: the first one computes STORE
elements using the rootOfList structure -lines 1 to 7-, the second one computes
NEW ROOT elements using the replicaOfList structure -from line 8 to 11-
, the last one sends messages to the destination peers in the leafset -line 12
to the end-. Message elements computed in the two first phases are added in
msgs[]. msgs[q] is a message like the one presented by Figure 4 containing all
the elements to send to node q at the last phase.

Therefore, each peer periodically sends a maximum of leafset-size main-
tenance messages to its neighbors.

In the first phase, for each block for which the peer is the root, it checks
if every replica is still in the center of its leafset (line 3) using its local view
provided by the KBR layer. If a replica node is outside, the peer replaces it by
randomly choosing a new peer in the center of the leafset and it then updates
the replica-set of the block (lines 4 and 5). Finally, the peer adds a STORE
element in each replica set peers messages (lines 6 and 7).

In the second phase, for each block stored by the peer (i.e., the peer is
part of the block’s replica-set), it checks if the root node did not change. This
verification is done by comparing the replicaOfList metadata and the current
leafset state (line 9). If the root has changed, the peer adds a NEW ROOT
message element to announce to the future root peer that it is the root of the
data block.

Finally, from line 12 to line 14, a loop sends the computed messages to each
leafset member.

Maintenance message treatment

Upon reception of a maintenance message, a peer executes Algorithm 2.

❼ For a STORE element (line 3), if the peer already stores a copy of
the corresponding data block, it resets the associated lease counter and
updates the corresponding replica-set if necessary (lines 4, 5 and 6). If the
peer does not store the associated data block (i.e., it is the first STORE
message element for this data block received by this peer), it fetches it
from one of the peers mentioned in the received replica-set (line 8).

INRIA
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Algorithm 2: RelaxDHT maintenance message reception.

Data: message, the received message.
for elt ∈ message do1

switch elt.type do2

case STORE3

if elt.data ∈ replicaOfList then4

newLease(replicaOfList,elt.data);5

updateRepSet(replicaOfList,elt.data);6

else7

requestBlock(elt.data);8

case NEW ROOT9

rootOfList = rootOfList ∪ elt.data ;10

❼ For a NEW ROOT element a peer adds the data block-id and replica-
set in the rootOfList structure (line 10).

End of a lease treatment

If a data block lease counter reaches 0, it means that no STORE element has
been received for a long time. This can be the result of numerous insertions
that have pushed the peer outside the center of the leafset of the data block’s
root. The peer sends a message to the root peer of the data block to ask for the
authorization to delete the block. Later, the peer will receive an answer from
the root peer. This answer either allows it to remove the data block or asks it
to put the data block again in the DHT (in the case the data block has been
lost).

3.2 Side effects and limitations

Our replication strategy for peer-to-peer DHTs, by relaxing placement con-
straints of data block copies in leafsets, significantly reduces the number of data
blocks to be transferred when peers join or leave the system. Thanks to this, we
show in the next section that our maintenance mechanism allows us to better
tolerate churn, but it implies other effects. The two main ones concern the data
block distribution on the peers and the lookup performance. While the changes
in data blocks distribution can provide positive effects, the lookup performance
can be damaged.

Data blocks distribution

While with usual replication strategies in peer-to-peer DHT’s, the data blocks
are distributed among peers according to some hash function. Therefore, if
the number of data blocks is big enough, data blocks should be uniformly dis-
tributed among all the peers of the system. With both leafset-based replication
and multiple key based replication, this remains true even when peers leave or
join the system, due to the maintenance algorithms. When using RelaxDHT,
this remains true if there are no peer connections/disconnections. However, in
presence of churn, as our maintenance mechanism does not transfer data blocks
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if it is not necessary, new peers will store much less data blocks than peers
involved for a longer time in the DHT. It is important to notice that this side
effect is rather positive: more stable a peer is, more data blocks it will store.
Furthermore, it is possible to counter this effect easily by taking into account
the quantity of stored data blocks while randomly choosing peers to add in
replica-sets.

Lookup performance

We have focused our research efforts on data loss. We show in the next section
that for equivalent churn patterns, the quantity of data lost using RelaxDHT is
considerably lower than the quantity of data lost using a standard strategy like
PAST’s one. However, with RelaxDHT, it is possible that temporarily some
data block roots are not consistent, inducing a network overhead to find the
data. For example, when a peer which is root for at least one data block fails,
the data block copies are still in the system but the standard lookup mechanism
may not find them: the new peer whose identifier is the closest may not know
the data block. This remains true until the failure is detected by one of the
peer in the replica-set and repaired using a “new root” message (see algorithms
above).

It would be possible to flood the leafset or to perform a “limited range walk”
when a lookup fails, allowing lookups to find data blocks even in the absence
of root, but this solution may slow down lookups and induce network overhead.
However, notice that 1) lookups that occur between a root peer failure and
its reparation are rare, 2) this could be done in conjunction with the leafset
maintenance protocol (which already use flooding to maintain leafset).

Using the standard leafset replication scheme, this problem does not exist:
if the root peer fails, one of its direct neighbors instantaneously becomes the
new root (direct neighbors already store a copy of the data block). At last,
with the multiple key replication, lookups are generally launched in parallel on
multiple roots. As soon as one of the root answers, the lookup is considered as
successful.

4 Evaluation

This section provides a comparative evaluation of RelaxDHT and PAST [1].
This evaluation, based on discrete event simulations, shows that RelaxDHT
provides a considerably better tolerance to churn: for the same churn levels, the
number of data losses is divided by up to two when comparing both systems.

4.1 Experimental setup

To evaluate RelaxDHT, we have build a discrete event simulator using the Peer-
Sim [12] simulation kernel. We have based our simulator on an already existing
PeerSim module simulating the Pastry KBR layer. We have implemented both
the PAST strategy and the RelaxDHT strategy on top of this module. It is
important to notice that all the different layers and all message exchanges are
simulated. Our simulator also takes into account network congestion: in our
case, network links may often be congested.

INRIA
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Simulation parameters

For all the simulation results presented in the section, we used a 100-peer net-
work with the following parameters (for both PAST and RelaxDHT):

❼ a leafset size of 24;

❼ an inter-maintenance duration of 10 minutes at the DHT level;

❼ an inter-maintenance duration of 1 minute at the KBR level;

❼ 10 000 data blocks of 10 000 KB replicated 3 times;

❼ network links of 1 Mbits/s for upload and 10 mbits/s for download with
a delay uniformly chosen between 80 and 120 ms.

A 100-peer network may seem a relatively small scale. However, for both
replication strategies, PAST and RelaxDHT, the studied behavior is local, con-
tained within a leafset (which size is bounded). It is however necessary to
simulate a whole ring in order to take into account side effects induced by the
neighbor leafsets. Furthermore, a tradeoff has to be made between system ac-
curacy and system size. In our case, it is important to simulate very precisely
all peer communications. We have run several simulations with a larger scale
(1000 peers and 100,000 data blocks) and have observed similar phenomenons.

We have injected churn following three different scenarii:

❼ One hour churn. One perturbation phase with churn during one hour.
This phase is followed by another phase without connections/disconnections.
In this case study, during the churn phase each perturbation period we
chose randomly either a new peer connection or a peer disconnection.
This perturbation can occur anywhere in the ring (uniformly chosen). We
have run numerous simulations varying the inter-perturbation delay.

❼ Continuous churn. For this set of simulations, we focus on phase
one of the previous case. We study the system while varying the inter-
perturbation delay. In this case, “perturbation” can be either a new peer
connection or a disconnection.

We also experiment a scenario for which only one peer gets disconnected.
We then study the reaction of the system.

The first set of experiments allows us to study 1) how many data blocks
are lost after a period of perturbation and 2) how long it takes to the system
to return to a state where all remaining/non-lost data blocks are replicated k

times. In real-life systems there will be some period without churn, the system
has to take advantage of them to converge to a safer state.

The second set of experiments zooms on the perturbation period. It provides
the ability to study how the system can resist when it has to repair lost copies
in presence of churn.

Finally, the last set of simulations is done to measure the reparation of one
single failure.

RR n➦ 6897
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Figure 5: Number of data block lost (ie. all copies are lost).

4.2 Losses and stabilization time after one hour churn

We first study the number of lost data blocks (data block for which the 3 copies
are lost ) in PAST and in RelaxDHT under the same churn conditions. Figure 5
shows the number of lost data blocks after a period of one hour of churn. The
inter-perturbation delay is increasing along the X axis. With RelaxDHT and
our maintenance protocol, the number of lost data blocks is much lower than
with the PAST’s one: it reaches 50% for perturbations interval from lower than
50 seconds.

The main reason of the result presented above is that, using PAST replication
strategy, the peers have more data blocks to download. This implies that the
mean download time of one data block is longer using PAST replication strategy.
Indeed, the maintenance of the replication scheme location constraints generate
a continuous network traffic that slows down critical traffic whose goal is to
restore lost data block copies.

Figure 6 shows the total number of blocks exchanged for both cases. There
again, the X axis represents the inter-perturbation delay. The figure shows that
with RelaxDHT the number of exchanged blocks is always near 2 times smaller
than in PAST. This is mainly due to the fact that in PAST case, many transfers
(near half of them) are only done to preserve the replication scheme constraints.
For instance, each time a new peer joins the DHT, it becomes root of some data
blocks (because its identifier is closer than the current root-peer’s one), or if it
is inserted within replica-sets that should remain contiguous.

Using PAST replication strategy, a newly inserted peer may need to down-
load data blocks during many hours, even if no failure/disconnection occurs.
During all this time, its neighbors need to send it the required data blocks,
using a large part of their upload bandwidth.

In our case, no or very few data blocks transfers are required when new
peers join the system. It becomes mandatory, only if some copies becomes
too far from their root-peer in the logical ring. In this case, they have to be
transferred closer to the root before their hosting peer leaves the root-peer’s
leafset. With a replication degree of 3 and a leafset size of 24, many peers can
join a leafset before any data block transfer is required.
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Figure 6: Number of exchanged data blocks to restore a stable state.
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Figure 7: Recovery time: time for retreiving all the copies of every remaining
data block.

Finally, we have measured the time the system takes to return in a normal
state in which every remaining3 data block is replicated k times. Figure 7
shows the results obtained while varying the delay between perturbations. We
can observe that the recovery time is twice longer in the case where PAST is
used compared to RelaxDHT. This result is mainly explained by the number
of blocks to transfer which is much more lower in our case: our maintenance
protocol transfers only very few blocks for location constraints compared to
PAST’s one.

This last result shows that the DHT using RelaxDHT repairs damaged data
blocks (data blocks for which some copies are lost) faster than PAST. It implies
that it will recover very fast, which means it will be able to cope with a new
churn phase. The next section describes our simulations with continuous churn.

4.3 Continuous churn

Before presenting simulation results under continuous churn, it is important to
measure the impact of a single peer failure/disconnection.

When a single peer fails, data blocks it stored have to be replicated on a
new one. Those blocks are transferred to such a new peer in order to rebuild

3Blocks for which all copies are lost will never retreive a normal state and thus are not
taken into account.
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Figure 8: Number of data blocks losses (all k copies lost) while the system is
under continuous churn, varying inter-perturbation delay.

the initial replication degree k. In our simulations, with the parameters given
above, it takes 4609 seconds to PAST to recover the failure: i.e., to create a
new replica for each block stored on the faulty peer. While, with RelaxDHT,
it takes only 1889 seconds. The number of peers involved in the recovery is
much more important indeed. This gain is due to the parallelization of the data
blocks-transfers:

❼ in PAST, the content of contiguous peers is really correlated. With a
replication degree of 3, only peers located at one or two hops of the faulty
peer in the ring may be used as sources or destinations for data transfers.
In fact, only k+1 peers are involved in the recovery of one faulty peer,
where k is the replication factor.

❼ in RelaxDHT, most of the peers contained in the faulty peer leafset (the
leafset contains 24 peers in our simulations) may be involved in the trans-
fers.

The above simulation results show that RelaxDHT: 1) induce less data trans-
fers, and 2) remaining data transfers are more parallelized. Thanks to this two
points, even if the system remains under continuous churn, RelaxDHT will pro-
vide a better churn tolerance.

Such results are illustrated in Figure 8. We can observe that, using the
parameters described at the beginning of this section, PAST starts to lose data
blocks when the inter-perturbation delay is around 7 minutes. This delay has
to reach less than 4 minutes for data blocks to be lost using RelaxDHT. If the
inter-perturbation delay continues to decrease, the number of lost data blocks
using RelaxDHT strategy remains near half the number of data blocks lost using
PAST strategy.

Finally, Figure 9 confirms that even with a continuous churn pattern, during
a 5 hour run, the number of data transfers required by the proposed solution
is much smaller (around half) than the number of data transfers induced by
PAST’s replication strategy.
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Figure 9: Number of data blocks transfers required while the system is under
continuous churn, varying inter-perturbation delay.

4.4 Maintenance protocol cost

In the simulation results presented above, we have considered that maintenance
protocol message size was negligible.

Both PAST and RelaxDHT maintenance protocols require N ∗m messages,
where N is the number of peers in the whole system and m is the leafset size.
We explain below that in absence of churn, while using RelaxDHT, m can be
reduced to the nodes in the center of the leafset (smaller than leafset size).

For PAST, each peer periodically sends a maintenance message to each node
of its leafset. This message has to contain the identifier of each stored block: an
average of M∗k

N
identifiers, where M is the total number of blocks in the system

and k the mean replication factor. A peer stores data blocks for which it is the
root, but also copies of data blocks for which its immediate k−1 logical neighbors
are root. Therefore each peer sends and receives (M∗k

N
) ∗ leafset size ∗ Id size

at each period (this can be lowered through the use of bloom filters).
For RelaxDHT, in absence of churn the messages contain only STORE mes-

sage elements. A peer is root of an average of M
N

data blocks which are replicated
in average on k peers distributed in the center of the leafset: the m inner peers.
This implies that the average number of STORE elements per message is: M

N
∗

k
m

blocks for each of the peers in its leafset. Furthermore, if a replica-set has not
changed since last maintenance, it is not necessary to send the replica-set again
to all of its members4. Therefore, each maintenance message in absence of
churn has to contain identifiers of each block for which the source is the root
and the destination is part of the replica-set: an average of M

N
∗

k
m
∗ (m) = M∗k

N

identifiers, which is leafset size times lower than in the PAST case.
PAST uses bloom filters to convey identifier lists. In absence of churn, i.e.,

when the leafset is equal to the one at the previous period, it is also possible to
use bloom filters in RelaxDHT.

In presence of churn, however, it becomes difficult to use bloom filters with
RelaxDHT as message elements have a structure (data block identifiers asso-
ciated to peer identifiers). For each block identifier, it may be necessary to
send the block identifier and the peer identifiers of the members of the block’s
replica-set (k peers in average). Thus, if we put aside the bloom-filter opti-

4This optimization is very easy to implement.
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mization, in our case each peer sends/receives M∗k2

N
identifiers at each period

while peers using PAST send/receive M∗k∗leafset size
N

identifiers at each period;
k being usually an order of magnitude lower than leafset size.

This is mainly due to the fact that PAST peers send their content to all the
members of their leafset while RelaxDHT peers use extra metadata to compute
locally the information that needs to be transferred from one peer to another.

A smart implementation of RelaxDHT should try to use bloom filters when-
ever it is possible. To put it in a nutshell, the cost of our maintenance protocol
is close to the cost of PAST maintenance protocol.

5 Conclusion

Peer to peer distributed hash tables provide an efficient, scalable and easy-to-use
storage system. However, existing solutions do not tolerate a high churn rate
or are not really scalable in terms of number of stored data blocks. We have
identified the reasons why they do not tolerate high churn rate: they impose
strict placement constraints that induces unnecessary data transfers.

In this paper, we propose a new replication strategy, RelaxDHT that relaxes
the placement constraints: it relies on metadata (replica-peers/data identifiers)
to allow a more flexible location of data block copies within leafsets. Thanks to
this design, RelaxDHT entails fewer data transfers than classical leafset-based
replication mechanisms. Furthermore, as data block copies are shuffled among
a larger peer set, peer contents are less correlated. It results that in case of
failure more data sources are available for the recovery, which makes the recov-
ery more efficient and thus the system more churn-resilient. Our simulations,
comparing the PAST system to ours, confirm that RelaxDHT 1) induces less
data block transfers, 2) recovers lost data block copies faster and 3) loses less
data blocks. Furthermore, we have shown that the churn-resilience is obtained
without adding a great maintenance overhead.
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